IP Geolocation is the Most Common Form of Location Tracking
But using IP as a location data source has many issues

75% of Internet Traffic Is Mobile
IP location cannot locate mobile devices. Meaning IPs only accurately locate 25% of internet traffic.

25 Fold Increase in Location Spoofing Searches
In 2016 Google has seen a 25 fold increase in searches for "Fake Location".

1 in 3 Americans Use VPNs
33% of Americans have admitted to using a VPN. VPNs hide their true location.

IP ALONE IS NOT ENOUGH

GEOCOMPLY: Leading Geolocation Compliance

+350 Location Checks
250 mil Devices
500 mil Transactions
+1600 Spoofing Checks

GeoComply's technology has been protecting states rights since 2011.
GeoComply work with state legislators and regulators to ensure virtual borders can be legally enforced. Our solutions analyze precise location data and monitor transactions through over 1600 spoofing checks to verify users are physically located within permitted jurisdictions.